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Abstract 
Bican, L. and L. Fuchs. On abelian groups by which balanced extensions of a rational group 
split, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 78 (1992) 221-238. 
For a fixed proper subgroup R (of type t) of the group Q of rational numbers, a torsion-free 
group A is called an R-group if it satisfies Bext’(A. R) = 0. where Bext stands for the set of 
balanced extensions. Those R-groups whose nonzero elements are of types St are investigated. 
In the constructible universe L. these R-groups (up to cardinality X;,) turn out to coincide with 
those A for which the group A = A 8 R,, is a Butler group; here R,, denotes the largest 
subgroup of R of idempotent type t,, 5 t. This claim is false in models of set theory in which 
Shelah’s Proper Forcing Axiom holds. 
Introduction 
Unless specified otherwise, all groups in this paper are additively written 
abelian groups. Throughout R will denote a proper subgroup of Q containing Z, t 
its type, and R,, the largest subgroup of R of idempotent type t,,. 
Our main goal is to find all torsion-free groups A-which we shall call 
R-groups-satisfying 
Bext’(A, R) =O. 
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Here Bext’(A, R) denotes the set of (equivalence classes of) balanced-extensions 
of R by A (for definitions we refer to Section 1); this is a subgroup of Ext’(A, R). 
Evidently, all completely decomposable groups are R-groups, but in general there 
are many more. In this paper, we concentrate on the most interesting case in 
which all the nonzero elements of A are of types St; this case requires different 
techniques and is challenging enough to deserve separate consideration. 
We are going to prove that a countable group A with elements of types St is an 
R-group if and only if A = A @ R,, is a Butler group; this A is the localization of A 
at the collection of primes p with pR # R. Thus among the countable groups A 
whose nonzero elements are of types St and which satisfy pA = A for primes p 
with pR = R, the R-groups are exactly the Butler groups. While an uncountable 
torsion-free group A with elements of types St is always an R-group whenever A 
is a Butler group, the converse fails to hold in general. Actually, the precise 
structure of R-groups depends on the chosen mode1 of set theory. This is not a 
surprise, since the special case R = Z’ yields the Whitehead groups. 
The investigation of these R-groups shows close resemblance to the study of 
Butler groups. Several lemmas needed in our study run parallel to results 
established for Butler groups, though we have not found any direct connection 
between classes of R-groups and Butler groups. The discussion of the uncountable 
case combines the difficulties one experiences in the study of large Whitehead 
groups and Butler groups. Fortunately, we are able to make use of the most 
recent (partially unpublished) simplifications in the proofs for infinite rank Butler 
groups. However, just as in the case of Butler groups, our method fails beyond 
the cardinal Kc,. 
The main result of this paper is Theorem 7.1. It states that in the constructible 
universe L a torsion-free group A of rank <tiw with elements of types St is an 
R-group if and only if the group A = A @ R,, is a Butler group. This is not a 
theorem in ZFC, as is shown by Theorem 8.3. 
1. Preliminaries 
We follow the notation of [ll], unless stated otherwise. 
An exact sequence O-+ B -+ C+ A + 0 where A is a torsion-free group is said 
to be balanced-exact (and B-viewed as a subgroup of C-balanced in C) if every 
homomorphism J-+ A of a subgroup J of Q lifts to a map J+ C (see [ll, p. 
1131). The sequence is t-cobalanced (and B is t-cobalanced in C) if every 
homomorphism B+ R can be extended to a homomorphism C+ R (R, t have 
the same meanings as above); see, e.g., [14]. B is prebalanced in C if for every 
rank-one pure subgroup A’ of A there is a finite rank Butler subgroup C’ of C 
which maps upon A’; cf. [13] and [12]. 
We start the discussion with stating an easy lemma, due to Hunter [15], which is 
a consequence of general results in relative homological algebra. 
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Lemma 1.1. If O-+ B + C+ A + 0 is a balanced-exact sequence of torsion-free 
groups, then for any torsion-free group G the sequence 
O*Hom(A, G)+Hom(C, G)+Hom(B, G) 
+Bext’(A, G)+Bext’(C, G)-+Bext’(B, G) (1) 
is exact. 0 
Recall that the completely decomposable groups are the projective objects 
relative to balanced-exact sequences and every torsion-free group has a balanced- 
projective resolution (see, e.g., [ll, pp. 113-1171). From Lemma 1.1 we obtain at 
once the following corollary: 
Corollary 1.2. Let 0 + B + C + A -+ 0 be a balanced-exact sequence of torsion- 
free groups where C is an R-group (e.g. C is completely decomposable). A is an 
R-group if and only if B is t-cobalanced in C. 0 
In one direction the last corollary can be improved by dropping the hypothesis 
of balancedness. 
Lemma 1.3. Suppose O+ B + C+ A + 0 is a t-cobalanced-exact sequence where 
C is an R-group. Then A is again an R-group. 
Proof. t-cobalancedness implies that the induced map Ext’(A, R) -+ Ext’(C, R) is 
manic. Hence its restriction Bext’(A, R) + Bext’( C, R) is likewise manic. 0 
The following easy result will be needed later on. 
Lemma 1.4. Let (0 + G,, + H, + A (I + 0} be a direct system of balanced-exact 
sequences (indexed by ordinals cr < K for some ordinal K), where the AU are 
torsion-free groups such that the connecting map $,p : AU + A, are manic with 
Im 4,c( pure in A, for all a < p < K. Then the direct limit of the system is again 
balanced-exact. 
Proof. Let O+ G* H--+ A-0 be the direct limit of the system and J a pure, 
rank-one subgroup of A. There is an ordinal cy < K such that the canonical map 
4,, : Aa + A maps a pure rank-one subgroup J,, of Acz isomorphically upon J. 
This comes from a pure rank-one subgroup K,, of HI1 whose image in H maps 
upon 1. 0 
Let n denote the set of primes for which R is p-divisible, and r’ the 
complementary set of primes. For a torsion-free group G, (? will denote the 
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rr-closure of G in the injective hull E(G) = G@Q of G, i.e. the group G@ R,,, 
where R,, = Z,. is the localization of Z at the primes in rr’. 
Lemma 1.5. If B and G are torsion-free groups, then every map 4 : B-+ C? 
extends uniquely to a homomorphism 4 : h + 6. In particular, every homo- 
morphism 4 : B + R can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism 6 : lb R. 
Proof. There is a unique extension 6; : R -+ E(G) of 4; this induces a map 
$ : B/B+ E(G)/C. The first group is rr-primary, while the second has no 
n-primary components. This means 4 = 0, i.e. d(R) 5 G. 0 
The next lemma reduces the problem of characterizing the R-groups under 
consideration to those which are p-divisible for the primes p in V. 
Lemma 1.6. A torsion-free group A is an R-group if and only if A is an R-group. 
Proof. Suppose A is an R-group. Given the bottom balanced-exact sequence, 
there is a commutative diagram 
O-R-G-A-O 
II 1 1 
” ” 
O-R-G-A-O 
where the right square is a pullback and the top row is balanced-exact as well 
(see, e.g., [7, 4.11). H ence the top row splits, and by the preceding lemma, a 
splitting map 4 : A + G extends to a map 4 : A + G. The existence of this map 
verifies the splitting of the bottom row. 
Next suppose A is an R-group. and the sequence O+ B+ C LA-0 is 
balanced-exact, where C = @ C, is completely decomposable (the C, are of rank 
one) such that every rank-one pure subgroup A, of A has one of the C, as a 
preimage. Evidently, (Y extends to a unique map & : & A, where C = @ C,; it 
follows easily that ker & = R is balanced in C. In view of Lemma 1.5, any map 
+ : B+ R extends to a homomorphism 4 : B+ R. Since A is an R-group, 
Corollary 1.2 ensures that 4 can be extended to a map C-+ R whose restriction to 
C yields a desired extension C-, R of 4. This establishes that A is an R- 
group. 0 
2. Examples of R-groups 
In order to be able to exhibit examples for R-groups (besides the completely 
decomposable ones), we prove the following preparatory lemma. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let B be a pure subgroup of corank 1 in the torsion-free group A 
such that A = B + J, + . . . + Jk for finitely many rank-one subgroups J, of A which 
are all of types St. Then B is t-cobalanced in A. 
Proof. Select elements X, E J, such that X, - xi = b, E B for each i 2 2. Set 
J, = R,xi with 1 E R, 5 Q. Replacing the R, by subgroups, if necessary, we may 
assume that R, n Rj = Z for i Zj. Choose integers ti such that t,R, 5 R, where tj is 
divisible only by primes which divide 1 in R,. 
Let 4 : B+ R and s be the least common denominator of the rational numbers 
+(b,) E R, i = 2,. . . , k; set +(b,) = m,ls with m, E Z. We can write s = s, . . . sk 
such that the s, are pairwise coprime and, for each i, s/s, contains no primes by 
which 1 is divisible in R,. We want to find integers r, (i = 1, . . . , k) such that the 
correspondence x, H r,s,t,Is extends to a homomorphism I) of the desired kind. 
Evidently, the choice of the number r,s,t,/s guarantees that this correspondence 
can be extended to a homomorphism J, + R. But in order to fit these maps 
together, we ought to satisfy the equations 
r,s,t,Is-r,s&,ls=m,ls (i=2 ,..., k), 
that is, r,s,t, - r;s,t, = m, (i = 2, . , k). Since (s, t,, sit,) = 1 for i = 2, . . . , k, the 
congruences 
s,t,z = m, (mod s,t,) 
are solvable for an integer z, and since here the moduli s,t, are pairwise coprime, 
by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there is a simultaneous solution z = r, E Z 
to these k - 1 congruences. Setting r, = (r,s,t, - m,)/s,t, E Z for i = 2,. . . , k, all 
the above equations will be satisfied, given rise to a desired map 9 : A+ R. 0 
A finite rank Butler group is a torsion-free group which is a pure subgroup of a 
completely decomposable group, or alternatively, an epimorphic image of such a 
group of finite rank; see [6] or (21. In general, by a Butler group we mean a 
torsion-free group B which is the union of a continuous well-ordered ascending 
chain of pure subgroups, 0 = B,, < B, < . . . BU < . . ., such that B,, ,/Bll is of rank 
1 and Be+, = BcY + G,, for a finite rank Butler group G,,. Butler groups B always 
satisfy Bext’(B. T) = 0 for all torsion groups T. The converse has been estab- 
lished only under the assumption of CH and for groups of cardinalities not 
exceeding Xc0 ; see [ 1,7,8]. 
Corollary 2.2. In a finite rank Butler group whose elements have types St all pure 
subgroups are t-cobalanced. Cl 
We can now prove the following theorem: 
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Theorem 2.3. A Butler group A (of any cardinality) all of whose elements are of 
types St is an R-group. 
Proof. Consider a balanced-exact sequence O+ B+ C* A+ 0, where C is 
completely decomposable and A is a Butler group with elements of types St. We 
may as well assume that all the elements in C have types St. The definition of 
Butler groups implies that there is a continuous well-ordered ascending chain 
B < C, < . . < Cct < . ’ of subgroups of C whose union is C and where C, is 
prebalanced in CUL,, i.e. C,,,, = Ccr + J, + . . + J, for suitable rank-one sub- 
groups J, of C which are necessarily of types St. Given a homomorphism 
4 : B+ R, a straightforward transfinite induction-based on Lemma 2.1-assures 
that 4 can be extended to a homomorphism I/I : C+ R. Thus B is t-cobalanced in 
C, and Corollary 1.2 completes the proof that A is an R-group. 0 
From this theorem and from Lemma 1.6 we conclude at once: 
Corollary 2.4. A torsion-free group A with elements of types St is an R-group 
whenever A is a Butler group. 0 
Next we prove another sufficient condition for a group to be an R-group which 
resembles the definition of Butler groups. Observe that in view of Lemma 2.1 all 
Butler groups A with elements of types St satisfy this condition. 
Lemma 2.5. Let K be an infinite cardinal and 0 = A ,, < A, < . . < An < . . . 
(a < K) a continuous well-ordered ascending chain of subgroups of the torsion-free 
group A = U LI _IK A LI with elements of types St such that 
(i) A (y is a t-cobalanced subgroup of A ‘I + , for each (Y < K ; and 
(ii) Au is an R-group of cardinality < K for each cy < K. 
Then A is an R-group. 
Proof. Let E:O+R+G 5 A -0 be a balanced-exact sequence. I3y (ii), for 
each CY < K, E induces a splitting exact sequence EcV : O+ R+ G, 4 A (r + 0 
giving rise to commutative diagrams 
where the vertical arrows indicate inclusion maps and +,, = $lc . Evidently, in (1 
order to construct a splitting map for 4, it suffices to show that for a splitting map 
Icr,, : An + G, for 4, there is a splitting map $ccr,, +  : AU +, + G,, , for 4,+, such 
that x,,$<:, = $e+, p, . Pick any splitting map T : A<? + , + GcV+, for +,, + , ; we then 
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have +,+,(q~~ - X,Ga)= 0, thus v-q, - x,$~ = pIye for SOme Y, : Aa+R. By (9, 
7, extends to y,+, : A,+,-, R satisfying ‘Y,+,P~ = Y,. Then Cc;,, =T - LV~+~ is a 
desired splitting map. 0 
3. Separative subgroups of R-groups 
In order to characterize the R-groups of countable rank, we require a couple of 
preliminary results. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 0 + A + B + C+ 0 be an exact sequence of torsion-free groups, 
and $J : X+ B be a homomorphism such that A + +X = B. The kernel of the 
epimorphism A G3 X+ B, induced by the inclusion and 4, is isomorphic to a pure 
subgroup of X. 
Proof. We form a commutative diagram 
O-A-B&C-O 
with exact rows where Y = ker (~4 is pure in X and $ = c#I y. Evidently, B is a 
pushout, thus B z (A @ X) /K where K = {($y, -y) ] y E Y}. Since Kg Y, the 
claim follows. 0 
A subgroup A of a torsion-free group B will be called separative if it is a pure 
subgroup of B and for each b E B there is a countable subset {a, 1 n < W} C A 
such that {X(b + a,) 1 n < w } is a cofinal subset in the set {X(b + a) 1 a E A}; the 
latter is a subset of the lattice of all characteristics [ll, p. 1081. This useful 
concept was introduced by Hill under the name ‘separable’ (however, he did not 
include purity in the definition, see, e.g., [l]), but we use a slightly different 
terminology in order to avoid confusion with Baer’s notion of separability. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose O+ A+ B-+ C+ 0 is an exact sequence of torsion-free 
groups, where A is separative in B and C is of rank one. Then there is a 
balanced-exact sequence 
where X is completely decomposable of countable rank. 
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Proof. For each coset b + A (b E B), let {X(b + a,,) 1 n < w} be a cofinal subset 
intheset {X(b+a)IuEA}, and X,, rank-one groups with x,, E X, of characteris- 
tic = X(b + a,,). Define X as the direct sum of all these X,,, for all cosets and all 
n, and set +(a) = a for a E A, 4(x,,) = b + a,,. Then 4 is surjective, since the 
characteristic of b + A is the union of the characteristics X(b + a,). Let .I be a 
subgroup of Q and n : J -+ B a homomorphism. Assuming 1 E J, let 71 = b + a 
for some b E B\A, a E A. Choose n such that X(x,,) = X(b + a,) 2 X(b + a). 
Then X(u - a,) 2 X(b + a), so the correspondence 1 H x,, + a - a,, extends to a 
homomorphism 5 : J+ A @X. This evidently satisfies 45 = 7. 0 
The next lemma is crucial. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that O+ R+ G-+ A + 0 is a balanced-exact sequence of 
torsion-free groups and A is u separative subgroup in a torsion-free group B whose 
elements are of types st. Let C = BIA be of rank one. There exists a commutative 
diagram with balanced-exact rows 
O-R-G-A-O 
I/ I I 
(2) 
O-R-H-B-O 
Proof. Choose a balanced-exact sequence O-+ K+ A @XL B + 0 as 
Lemma 3.2. This induces an exact sequence 
Bext’(B, R)+Bext’(A $X, R) = Bext’(A, R)+Bext’(K, R) . 
in 
The last Bext vanishes in view of Theorem 2.3 and because pure subgroups of 
countable completely decomposable groups are Butler. Hence every balanced ex- 
tension of R by A @3 X, in particular, the extension O+ R+ G @X-+ A @ X+ 0, 
is induced by a balanced extension of R by B. This means there is a commutative 
diagram 
O-R- G@X-A@X-0 
II I 1 
O-R- H-B-0 
with balanced-exact bottom row. Dropping the X’s, we get a diagram as 
desired. 0 
Let A be a pure subgroup of a torsion-free group B. By a separative chain from 
A to B we will mean a continuous well-ordered ascending chain A = A, < A, < 
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...<Aa<.., (a < K) of separative subgroups A, of B with union B and with 
rank-one factor groups A,, , IA,. Since countable extensions of separative sub- 
groups are likewise separative, every such chain with factors A,+lIA, of rank 
5X, can be refined to a separative chain from A to B. 
The next lemma generalizes Lemma 3.3. It is phrased in a more general setting 
than needed for the countable case, because we will require it later on in the 
uncountable case as well. 
Lemma 3.4. Let A be a pure separative subgroup of the torsion-free group B such 
that the elements of B have types St and there is a separative chain from A to B. 
Every balanced-exact sequence O-, R + G + A + 0 can be embedded in a com- 
mutative diagram (2) with balanced exact bottom row. 
Proof. Assume that A = A,, < A, < . . . < AU < . . . (a < K) is a separative chain 
from A to B. Each AII is separative in B, and hence in its successor A, +, . Using 
Lemma 3.3, an easy transfinite induction leads, for each CY < K, to a balanced- 
exact sequence O+ R+ H, + A, --+ 0 along with commutative diagrams like (2) 
(with H, B replaced by H,, A,) as well as with diagrams between the sequences 
for indices (Y and (Y + 1. The limit of the arising direct system is by Lemma 1.4 a 
balanced-exact sequence O-+ R+ H+ B+ 0 which is as required. 0 
Now it is easy to derive the following: 
Corollary 3.5. Let the elements of the torsion-free group B have types St. If B is 
an R-group, then a pure subgroup of B from which there is a separative chain to B 
is itself an R-group. In particular, countable pure subgroups of an R-group B of 
cardinality 3, are R-groups. 
Proof. Let A be a pure subgroup of an R-group B. Starting with a balanced-exact 
sequence like the top row in (2), we use Lemma 3.4 to complete the diagram (2) 
with a bottom balanced-exact sequence. If B is an R-group, i.e. if the bottom 
sequence splits, then so does the top sequence. Therefore, A is an R-group, 
indeed. 0 
4. R-groups of countable rank 
We shall need the following concepts, introduced by Bican [4]. A regular 
subgroup of a torsion-free group A is a subgroup B such that each element b E B 
has the same type in B as in A. B is a generalized regular subgroup if for each 
b E B, the p-heights of b in B and in A are equal for almost all primes p. Thus B 
is regular (generalized regular) in A if and only if for every rank-one pure 
subgroup J of A, the factor group JI(J n B) is finite (of finite rank). 
The following result is based on an idea borrowed from Bican [4]. 
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Lemma 4.1. Suppose that B is a separative subgroup of finite corank k in a 
torsion-free group A. If B is not prebalanced in A, then there is a generalized 
regular subgroup C of A such that 
(i) B < C, 
(ii) there is no finite rank Butler group G with A = C + G, 
(iii) A/C z Z( p”) where pA # A, or g @ Z( p,,) or s @Z( p:) for different 
primes p,, . 
If, in addition, for each prime p, A is either p-divisible or p-reduced, then C can 
be chosen to be a regular subgroup, and then in (iii) only the first two alternatives 
may occur. 
Proof. Let F be a free subgroup of A of the same rank as A/B, disjoint from B, 
and set B* = B + F. For each coset x + B (x E A) select a countable set of 
elements {b, 1 i < w} C B (depending on the coset) such that {X(x + b,) 1 i < co} 
is a cofinal subset in the set {x(x + b) 1 b E B}. The set of all these x + bi (taken 
for all cosets x + B) is countable, so we can put them in a sequence which we 
shall denote by y,, . . . , y,, . . . (n < w). For each n < w consider the subgroup 
C,, = B* + ( y, ) .+ + . . . + ( y,, ) *. Since by hypothesis, B is not prebalanced in A, 
for no index n may C, = A hold. Therefore, the factor group A/C, has to be an 
infinite torsion group with p-components of rank Sk. 
If for some prime p, A lB* contains a summand X/B” z Z( p”) such that X is 
not contained in any C,, , then enlarge B* to a subgroup C such that A IC z Z( p”) 
and A = X + C. In this case, C will be a regular subgroup as desired. 
If no such Z( p”) exists, then all the factors A/C,, have infinitely many 
p-components. For each n, we can evidently choose a subgroup K, of A 
containing C,, such that A/K,, z Z( pz) or s Z( p,,) for some prime p,,; moreover, 
we may choose these primes p, to be different. Omitting some of the K, we may 
assume that either all A/K, are infinite or all of them are finite. Finally, we set 
C= n,,,w K,,. To show that C satisfies the required conditions, first of all note 
that A/C has infinitely many p-components, so it has to be an infinite torsion 
group. If c E B, then by the purity of B, (c) * is contained in B, and hence in C. 
If c E C\B, then c E y, + B and X(c) i X( y,) for some i < w. By construction, 
(yj)*sn,,,,K,. Since c-y,~ B~n,,,,K,,,X(c)sx(y,), and Bispure in A, 
the inclusion (c) .+ 5 n ,~n K, follows at once. Noting that C is p-pure in the 
intersection nj,,, K,, for all primes p #p,, . . . , p,_, , we can conclude that 
(c)*/((c)*f? C) can have nonzero p-components only for p = p, , , pi_, . This 
establishes the generalized regularity of C in A. 
The second part is easy as the stated hypotheses permit us to choose C such 
that the quotient is either z Z( p”) or g @ Z( p,,) for different primes p,,. 0 
Only the sufficiency part of the following technical result will be needed later 
on, but for the sake of completeness we prove the converse as well. 
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Lemma 4.2. Let O-+ R * R* + R* IR + 0 be an exact sequence where 0 < R < 
R* 5 02. Every epimorphism C$ : J+ R* IR of rank-one torsion-free groups J of 
types st(R”) lifts to some map +!I : J-, R * if and only if R* IR is a finite group. 
Proof. If the group R* lR is infinite, then J = R” has continuously many epi- 
morphisms 4 onto R* /R, but only countable many 4 exist. Hence the stated 
condition is necessary. 
Conversely, if R*/R is finite, then it is a cyclic group (as R* is locally cyclic), 
say, of order n and generated by c. No x E J with 4x = c is divisible by any prime 
divisor of n, and there is a homomorphism w : (x) + R* such that the composite 
map (x) -+ R*+ R* /R carries x upon c. Let m be the smallest positive integer 
satisfying x,(x) 5 ,~~*(mcrx). Then m and n are relatively prime, and by changing 
the choice of c, m = 1 can be assumed. But then [T extends uniquely to a 
homomorphism I,!J : J+ R*, as desired. 0 
The next lemma helps us to construct nonsplitting balanced-exact sequences 
with the aid of generalized regular subgroups. Generalized regular subgroups 
have been used in building balanced-exact sequences in Arnold’s paper [3] 
(Theorem Ia); Arnold gave credit to Bican [4] and Bican and Salce [5] for this 
idea. 
Lemma 4.3. Let R < R* be subgroups of U2 such that R* IR = T is an infinite 
torsion group. If there exists an epimorphism C$ : A+ T with A torsion-free of 
finite rank and B = ker 4 a regular subgroup of A, then there is a commutative 
diagram 
B =B 
O-R-G-A-0 
II j Id 
O-R-R*+T-0 
with the middle row balanced-exact, but not splitting. 
Proof. Let y be the natural projection R* + T followed by an automorphism of T 
such that ya = 4 cannot hold for any homomorphism (Y : A + R*. Such auto- 
morphisms of T exist in abundance, since T has continuously many auto- 
morphisms, while Hom(A, R*) is countable. In view of the regularity of B, every 
rank-one subgroup J of A is mapped by 4 upon a finite subgroup of T. Hence, by 
the preceding lemma, the middle row is balanced-exact. 
In order to verify that the middle row does not split, observe that splitting 
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would imply the existence of a homomorphism a whose existence was ruled out 
above by our choice of y. 0 
The next result is a partial converse of Lemma 2.3 for groups of finite rank. 
Lemma 4.4. Let A be an R-group of finite rank with types It such that A is 
p-divisible for all primes p E rr. Then A is a Butler group. 
Proof. If A is not Butler, then it contains a pure subgroup B which is not 
prebalanced (see [12]). The condition on the p-divisibility of A for primes p E r 
implies that the second part of Lemma 4.1 is applicable, i.e. there is a regular 
subgroup C with B < C < A such that A/C ^I Z( pl) for some p E n’ or 
z @ Z(p) for an infinite set of primes p E n’. Note that for every r’-subgroup T 
of Q/Z. there is a subgroup R” of Q, containing R, such that R* lR G T. Owing 
to Lemma 4.3, this will lead to a contradiction of A being an R-group. 0 
We can finally establish a complete characterization of countable R-groups. 
Theorem 4.5. A countable torsion-free group A all of whose elements are of types 
It is an R-group if and only if A is a Butler group. 
Proof. All the elements of A are evidently of types St. If A is a Butler group, 
then in view of Lemma 2.4 A is an R-group. Conversely, if A is an R-group, then 
every finite rank pure subgroup X of A is, by Lemma 3.5, an R-group. Hence by 
Lemma 1.6, 2 is an R-group. Lemma 4.4 implies that ?? must be a Butler group. 
Consequently, A-as a countable torsion-free group whose finite rank subgroups 
are Butler-is itself a Butler group. 0 
5. Crucial lemmas 
Having characterized the countable R-groups A with elements of types St, we 
focus our attention on the uncountable case. These R-groups are much more 
difficult to handle. 
In the discussion of the uncountable case we will need a key lemma which is an 
analogue, for R-groups, of a fundamental lemma by Dugas and Rangaswamy [S] 
(for a simplified proof we refer to [12]). In order not to interrupt the main 
arguments later on, we prove it here. 
Lemma 5.1. Let A be an R-group with elements of types St such that pA = A for 
all p E n. A separative t-cobalanced subgroup B of A of finite corank is pre- 
balanced in A. 
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Proof. As pointed out above, for every n’-subgroup T of Q/Z, there is a 
subgroup R* of Q, containing R, such that R*IR g T. By way of contradiction 
assume B is not prebalanced in A. Then Lemma 4.1 implies that there is an 
epimorphism p: A-+R*lR (R<R*<Q) with C = ker p a regular subgroup in 
A containing B such that R* /R is either G Z( p”) for some p E rr’ or G @Z(p) 
for an infinite set of primes p E 7~‘. We now form the following pullback diagram: 
C C 
I I 
0-R-H-A - 0 
II 
&--+R-R”“_R*IR-0 
where p is the natural projection followed by an automorphism (Y of R* lR (to be 
specified below). Since C was chosen to be regular in A, the middle row is 
balanced-exact, so it splits in view of the hypothesis on A. Consequently, we have 
a map h : A+ R" such that pA = p. A simple diagram chase shows that A maps C 
and hence B into R. Now we argue that p induces a map ,ii : A lR+ R* JR which 
fits into the following commutative diagram with exact rows and pullback 
lower-right square: 
O-B-A-A/B-O 
I I I/ 
O-R- G-A/B-O 
Since there are only countably many homomorphisms (T : A/B-+ R", while the 
group R*/R has uncountably many automorphisms, the automorphism (Y above 
can be chosen so as to rule out the existence of a homomorphism (T satisfying 
p(~ = 6. With this choice of LY (and hence p), the middle exact sequence in the last 
diagram cannot split. But if B is t-cobalanced in A, then there is map A+ R 
making the upper-left triangle commute. It follows that the middle row is a 
splitting exact sequence. This is an obvious contradiction, completing the 
proof. Cl 
We shall also need the following result which was proved by Dugas, Hill and 
Rangaswamy [7]. 
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Lemma 5.2. Assume CH. Every torsion-free group A of rank K I X, is the union 
of a continuous well-ordered ascending chain of pure subgroups 0 = A, < A, < 
. ..<A.<... (a < K>> A = u,,, A,, such that for each LY < K 
(i) A a is separative in A, 
(ii) Au has cardinality <K, and 
(iii) AU+,lA, is of rank one. 0 
In other words, this lemma asserts that every torsion-free group A of rank 
K 5 Xw has a separative chain from 0 to A with subgroups of cardinality <K. It is 
an open problem whether or not Lemma 5.2 holds for groups of cardinalities 
>k’,. It is known, thanks to Dugas and Thorn& [9], that Lemma 5.2 fails if CH is 
denied. 
6. Lemmas in the uncountable case 
In order to find necessary conditions for a group of large cardinality K to be an 
R-group, we require a result which is not a theorem in ZFC, but which can be 
proved if we assume Jensen’s Diamond Principle 0, for stationary subsets S in K 
(recall that this principle is known to hold in the constructible universe L). The 
following lemma generalizes Shelah’s theorem in [17] (replace ‘free’ by ‘R-group’, 
and ‘h‘, -pure’ by ‘t-cobalanced’). 
Lemma 6.1 (O,y). Let K be an uncountable regular cardinal and 0 = A,, < A, < 
-..<Aa<... (a < K) a continuous well-ordered ascending chain of subgroups of 
the torsion-free group A = U (I~-K AU such that 
(i) A, is a pure subgroup of AU+, for all cy < K; 
(ii) A u is an R-group of cardinality < K for each (Y < K. 
If A is an R-group, then the set 
S = {(Y < K 1 3p > (Y such that A‘? is not t-cobalanced in As} 
is not stationary in K. 
Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming p = (Y + 1 in the definition of S. 
By way of contradiction, suppose S is a stationary subset in K. Owing to O,T, there 
is a sequence of functions g, : A, + R x AU (a E S) such that, for every function 
f : A+ R x A, the set {a E S 1 fl,<” = g,,} is stationary in K. Let hn denote the 
composition of g, with the natural projection R X An* R. 
For each (Y E S select a homomorphism vcE : Acr + R which does not extend to 
A u +, + R. Define a system of splitting short exact sequences E, : O-+ R+ 
R Q3 Au + Au + 0 with commutative diagrams 
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II I I 
E 
6,” i I 
CC+1 :O-R-R@A,+,-An+,-0 
where the right-hand vertical map is the injection map, 4,) 4, +, are the obvious 
projections, and ,Y, is defined as follows: if (Y E S and if g, is a splitting map for E, 
(i.e. g,(a,) = (huuu, act) with a homomorphism h, : Aa + R), then let x, act as 
(y, a,) H (y + %a, - h,a,, a,); otherwise, choose the map x, arbitrarily. For a 
limit ordinal cr, the direct limit of the system {E, 1 j3 < a} is in view of Lemma 
1.4 a balanced-exact sequence, so condition (ii) forces it to split. Consequently, it 
is equivalent to EU. The canonical maps between E, and Ea (/3 < CX) are now 
chosen as connecting maps in the arising direct system { EU 1 a < K}. 
Using Lemma 1.4 again, we infer that the limit E : O-+ R -+ G + A + 0 of the 
direct system { EU 1 a < K } is a balanced-exact sequence. Thus if A is an R-group, 
there is a splitting map I,!I : A + G. Let p, : R 69 A, + G be the maps defined by 
the maps from E, into the direct limit E. The set of all a < K with $(Aa) 5 
p, (R @I A,) is a cub (closed and unbounded subset) in K; clearly, no harm is done 
if we assume that this cub is all of K. Hence, for each LY < K, there exists a splitting 
map r,,l~~ for 4, satisfying pnlCruau = $a, for a, E A,. Obviously, we must have 
X,$S<Y = ICr,+,a,. Viewing t/~ as a map A + R $ A, 0, implies that there is an 
cr E S such that 1cI, = g,. Since we are in the first alternative of the definition of 
the map x,, it is clear that for a, E AU we have 
This shows that $a +, followed by the projection onto R yields a homomorphism 
A n+, + R which is an extension of nU--we obtained a contradiction. 0 
Equipped with Lemma 6.1, we now turn our attention to proving the following: 
Lemma 6.2. Assume V= L. If a torsion-free group A of rank K (h’,, < K <NW) 
with elements of types St is an R-group, then it is the union of a continuous 
well-ordered ascending chain of pure subgroups 
0= A,,< A, <... <ACx<... (CX<K), A= u Am, 
Cl<K 
such that for each cr < K 
(i) A, is separative in A, 
(ii) AU is un R-group, 
(iii) A, is t-cobulunced in AU+, , and 
(iv) AU is of rank <K for each a < K. 
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Proof. Suppose A is an uncountable R-group of rank K < Xw with elements of 
types St. Use Lemma 5.2 to represent A as the union of a continuous well- 
ordered ascending chain of pure separative subgroups Acx (a < K) of cardinality 
<K, such that the factor groups An i, /AU are of rank one. A straightforward 
transfinite induction, based on Lemma 3.4, leads us to the conclusion that each 
AU is an R-group. The set S as defined in Lemma 6.1 is not stationary in K, thus 
there is cub C C K such that AU (cy E C) is t-cobalanced in A, for (Y < p < K. 
Consequently, A must have a chain as stated. 0 
7. R-groups of ranks zh‘, in L 
In Lemma 3.5 we have seen that countable pure subgroups of an R-group A of 
cardinality K, with elements of types It are themselves R-groups. Unfortunately, 
nothing similar to Lemma 4.5 can be said about the structure of these groups A, 
since-as is expected in view of the Whitehead problem-their structures depend 
on the model of set theory under consideration. 
In the constructible universe L. however, the R-groups under consideration 
whose cardinalities do not exceed Kw admit a satisfactory characterization. 
Theorem 7.1. Assume V= L, and suppose that A is a torsion-free group of 
cardinality %Kw such that the nonzero elements of A have types St. A is an 
R-group if and only if A is a Butler group. 
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 1.6, it suffices to consider the case A = A. The ‘if 
part of the claim has been verified in Lemma 2.3. In order to prove the converse 
we assume that A is an R-group. 
First suppose A has cardinality h‘,, for some integer n. The case II = 0 being 
settled by Lemma 4.5, we may induct on n. So let n > 0 and apply Lemma 6.2 to 
the case K = X,, (n < w) to conclude that A is the union of a continuous 
well-ordered ascending chain of separative subgroups 
O=A,,<A,<...<A<“<... (a<~,,), (3) 
such that each A, is an R-group and is t-cobalanced in A, +,; furthermore, 
A o( +, /Aa is of rank <h‘,, for each (Y < w,~. 
The next step in the proof is to show that Au is prebalanced in Au + , Let B be 
a pure subgroup such that A, < B 5 AU +, and B/A, is of rank one. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that A, is one of the groups in the separative chain 
of Lemma 5.2. This separative chain can be modified so as to include B, viz. by 
. 
replacing m Lemma 5.2 every A, +, ((~<p<a+~)andeveryA~((~+~sp) 
by the separative subgroups (A, + B) *. Consequently, in view of Lemma 3.4, B 
is likewise an R-group. We can now refer to the second statement in Lemma 4.1 
and to Lemma 4.3 in order to conclude that A_ is prebalanced in A,+, . 
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From Lemma 1.3 it follows that the factor groups A a + , /A n are again R-groups. 
Moreover, the prebalancedness of A, in AU +, implies that the types of the 
elements of A a +,/A, are again St. Thus the induction hypothesis can be applied 
to the groups A,, , /AU which are of smaller cardinalities (and evidently p- 
divisible for all primes p E T). Hence in the chain (3), for each (Y < K, A, is 
prebalanced in A a + , , and A u + , /A, is a Butler group-this suffices to guarantee 
that the union A is a Butler group. 
Now assume that the R-group A has cardinality X,,,. By induction hypothesis, a 
pure subgroup of A from which there is a separative chain to A and whose 
cardinality is <K is an R-group if and only if it is a Butler group. By the argument 
of Dugas, Hill and Rangaswamy [7] one can prove that A contains sufficiently 
large families of subgroups which are R-groups of smaller cardinalities, and 
therefore Butler groups by induction hypothesis. We appeal to a version of 
Shelah’s Singular Compactness Theorem (see, e.g., [7, Section 61) in order to 
derive the desired conclusion that A itself is a Butler group. 0 
8. R-groups under PFA 
Recall that we have previously claimed that Theorem 7.1 was not a theorem in 
ZFC. We now want to justify this claim by showing that the conclusion of 
Theorem 7.1 fails to hold in models of set theory in which the Proper Forcing 
Axiom (PFA) is in force. Evidently, it suffices to prove this for R-groups which 
are t-homogeneous. In this case the conclusion of Theorem 7.1 is equivalent to A 
being a completely decomposable group, since homogeneous Butler groups are 
completely decomposable. 
With the aid of the following lemma we can reduce the problem of t- 
homogeneous groups to the case of t,,-homogeneous groups of idempotent type 
t,,. 
Lemma 8.1. If O- A+ B-+ C+ 0 is a balanced-exact sequence of t-homoge- 
neous groups, then 
O-+Hom(R, A)+Hom(R, B)-+Hom(R, C)+O 
is an exact sequence of t,j-homogeneous groups. If O+ F-t G + H+ 0 is an exact 
sequence of t,-homogeneous groups, then 
O+R@F-+R@G+R@H+O 
is a balanced-exact sequence of t-homogeneous groups. 
Proof. If O+ A+ B-, C-0 is as stated, then the sequence O+Hom(R, A)-+ 
Hom(R, B)*Hom(R, C) -0 is exact. These Horns are evidently t,,-homoge- 
neous groups. 
If O+F+G+H-+O is as stated, then O+R@F+R@G+R@H+O is 
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clearly an exact sequence of t-homogeneous groups. Its balancedness is obvious 
from the t-homogeneity of the groups. 0 
Note that there is a natural isomorphism R @ Hom(R, A) 2 A whenever A is a 
t-homogeneous group, given by 1 C3 $J,, H a E A where 4,( 1) = a. Analogously, 
there is a natural isomorphism Hom(R, R @ F) z F if F is t,,-homogeneous, given 
by GfeHfwhere $,.(l)=l@f. H ence we conclude the following: 
Lemma 8.2. A t-homogeneous group A is an R-group if and only if 
Ext’(Hom(R, A), Hom(R, R)) = 0. 0 
An idempotent type t,, can be realized by a subring S of Cl!. Since S is a 
countable principal ideal domain, the Whitehead problem for S has the same 
solution as for Z; see [lo, 171. Thus, invoking the solution of the Whitehead 
problem (cf. [16]), WC can state without further ado the following theorem: 
Theorem 8.3. Assume PFA. There exist t-homogeneous R-groups A of any 
cardinality >h‘, which are not completely decomposable and therefore they are not 
Butler groups. 0 
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